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!he. objeCtiv~ ~t · this pap~r iiQ( to fully des~rtbe 




. \:,. :· ,, -- ~i_;; < .-
\ 
the r•verse 
recovery p$rameter of the· P-N junction. diode. The _reverse recoyery __ 
- I 
·t·· .,· 
phenomenon is. ~iscussed quantitaHTe-ly and the n,athemat1c9:_l beatments 
\ 
of some previous authors are analyzed and compared. 
A Circuit is proposed fdr measuring the parameter in.'q~estioll~ 
I • 
Methods of reducing the reverse ·recovery time are discussed and 
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. /.) .. ' .. _ ..... · . . . ,' ~·· .. ' . 
· !l.'he reverse ·reco,,.ery time of a diode 'Yi.11 be .~efi~ed in tel'llls .. -
. . . . 




. . .\ 
"''- . • ,0-
'< ,:, ~ . 
., ... ' 
... i . ' . 
\ 
. I diode circuit to d~cay tO a .Particular VB.J,.ue. This trarisient. is import~t 
• 1 
~ ~-
\ -to the designers of fast switching Circuits, such as those·used in high \ 
·~ 
• . r 
spe~d. computers, b8.~ause it represents an upper limit to the switching . · . ' . ' ,. 
speed of~the diode. 
' . 
A discussion follows, of the.ya7s in which this transient can be 
treated mathematically. The approximatioils used in these treatments 
' ,P 
are also discussed .. The various circuit param.eters which affect · 
, - ' 
reverse :recovery time are shown. A comparison of .some previous author.s 1 . 
. . 
works is shown in the discussion. 
. ... 
.. :· '. 
The problems. in accurately measuring this phenomena are then 
··~ 
. . 
explained.. A_ circuit is shown which is the author's, attempt at solving 
these problems. The reasons for adopting a standard circuit to measure 
'this diode parameter ·ar·e then p:Pesented. 
\' Finally, some ·corrclusions about how ~to red~ce this transient time 
.>-{-
.. ;, 
are ·discussed and a basic aPPliC!i-t.ion for this parameter is shown . 
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Figure 1. . . -·~~--
.; . -
• ' f. ' ~ • • 
· I.t is seen that, in the forward conduction rjgion, a large ~rent 
. II . 
may result from 8t~small applied.\VOltage-. Alternat!3ly, it mlfl,y be said 
. . . 
. .-.,, . 
. 




~--.} . . . 
that there is a small ~mpedance in the forward bias direction. Likewise, 
\\ 
. 
. in the reverse direetlon. there ts a,very high imped•nce and the 
.J current through the diode is very small. ' 
. . ~ . 
...,, . .. . 
. 













... .··; ·, .. '. . / ~ . •. 
·by the dipde. to the· bias circuit, in general, do,es not change· instantaneously.· 
. . . . . ~ 
' . ··r. . .. . I 
,;.•; I 
. The '1SU8.l 'change of current with time is as· given in Fig. 2. There is ·, . 
"· ._ ... 
' 
a time delay· before the.. r~v~~~e. ~r.ent decays to .. i_~~-- ,f.1.~~1. value, that., 
. . 
i~, the high reve!se impedance does not appear immediate17. 
. ~ ~ . 




.. the reve~se Current ill the diodii, . IR , . to reach 1/10 . its initial 
·( 
: ·~ . :,;J. 
. .... :.1 .. 
. + ... 
. .,. . 
·•, 
1/ . 
,,, ·- . _.·. -~-~· ,, 
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···1·.-· _· .. 
. ' 
: -,1> 
value~ . !his· time is meas~yd from the instant the ·bias. voltage 
· is· switched from the f'orward .... direction to' the reverse direction. The 
~iode mu.st have been conducting in the forward dire,p.tion for a time 
' 
' muc·h greater than "tim prio~ t·o the applic~tion of; tJ:ie rev~rse bias. 
J 
"'~ ;· 
) .,,;• .:~j- ;,'· 
. • 
. .. 
· A quant~t~tive description of the-reverse recovery param...f'ter wili 
• 




., • (2) 
· be given ~der the following assumptions : r,,,~=-
. 
-t. e 









(ll The ·dio4e to be studied --is ·a planar diode, .as shown i~.-J'ig.
1 
·--
· .. J, and a one, dimensional analysi.s i~is sufficien·t. · 
. \ 
. I---- WP .. •I • 
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•• '1 
.,.  ..._ ___ .,.... _______ ___ 
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. lf -~-,···; . '/' .<~ / ~-
(2) '.rh8 1eilgt'h of the N-regiori., WB, · is much ~eater than \• \ / - ... 
the diffus,ion length ~f the ho·les in the· N'-region. · .... 
/' 
.. · (J)- The, transition regi4-n., or Junction region; ,is narrow and 
. ! ( 
"·1- . 
.. •(; . 
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~ . • . I>--
, _.. . 
~abrupt. as in an alloy junction diode • '. 
·.,···: l . ' 
~ . _ (.4)~ .. !he conducti·Vi ty of the P-·region, - er i is much, g~eater ·than 
. . . (' . . . . . ) . ' .. ' ;P----- . . . . . ~. . . 
• p ' 
.. :~ .. -....... that of ·-the 1..:region, a;,. thit_s only the mino·r1 ~7 carriers ./ 
., 
. ·~ 
in the N'-region mu,st be examinJ.. ' . . · _ .. · ' · 
. ~ . . 
. -
(.5) . The·. minority carrier dens-1-ty, 'p(i;, t) .: · is .IDUch smaller than 
. ' ~- . ! ' ' . - . . . .. , 
I ·, 
the majority carr_ier density,. n. · • · 
~----------------·. ------·-----·-----·-·-···----.-···--·-··-----------------~·---·--·-------no-·----~-----· 
' (6) '!he diffusion curr~nt is much greater 'than the drift current • 
( 
When there' is -no bias on the di(tde the thermal equilibrium carrier · .. 'o! 
• .: • ' ( r' ' . ' . / ... 
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~ - pno 











- -, r If the same diode is biased in· the forward· direction_ t·he 
"'· . . ' ' ' . 
' 
c~rrier 
,, (4) . 
densities are changed to· those·, in Fig. · 5._ · · -
\ , ' 
Carri:1r Density Ppo-- _....._ -- _ _.- ...,.,, . . . 
·1 
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' . . 
'·· 
!he. densities.are 
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. '"I • 
' ,:; ', 
,~·,.,···, .. ,,, 
... ·.··/· .. ··_.·_. .. ,' . 
. . . ' . .· 
. f ' . 
• 
. /. -~·1·· .. 
'•. /, I . 
,· 
. . . \' 
··~ .. 
... ,. · .. · . : : .· . '>(. . . . . . : ... ~.-------.... 
" .. • : . i i{-_. . . . ',' 
4'-
.· . 
. ·-1 ( \.,_ • 
. ·. . ); . . 5, . 
g111,'en. ,b7 : 
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p~0 is the thermal ~u11,1°f"1um den,ity of holes ill the 
, , .. -,· 
. . . 






!he quantities in the equation :for n_p(x) ,are defin~-~ in a similiar manner. 
Anothe';ArelationShip Which will be used frequently is( 6): 
where: 







LP = Di.f'fu.$~gth _of holes in the N-i'egion: 
- /' . 
. . 
1: · =. Kean 1if et:im'e· of holes 'fn the I-region •. p " 
D. ;= Diffusion constant ror holes. 
. p . '~ . '. :_ . 
. , ~' 




, maintained. When ·the" diode. is conducting therefo1re, . ~qual amo~~s of 
\ 
. . ,I 
. . " ' 
majority and minority c~rri~rs must flow. The current is ~rop·ortional 1 
. • ., I . . \; . . , . • ,. . . , ' 
. . . •• (7). .. . • . . . . 
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Since the majority carrier density is much greater- t~n the 
. ' : ~ .... ,. ··. -~ ..... - -· .. -· . . . . 
. 
, 
. mit10:rl ty carrier density, equal ctlrrents . represent a muc~ greater· 
. . . , . ' '. . . . . , . . . ' . . . , . "\I , . . , . 
, . .·-----------····--- - - - ·_ ----------·-------·--····-···- - ---------------------·---·---- -·--- ---·-·---·-····---···-·--------·······---···------- ----- ··-- -- - - . . - ------ - - --------·-·· --·-----------··-----------·------··--·------·-··-----------·------ . -- - -------· per~enta.ge change of minority· carriers than of majority · carriers. · · 
Thus, the change of majorfty carriers with distance, to __ :P_r,oduce ·equal 1 
' ' . . . 
currents, w_i_ll be 'smal.i compared with the change necessary in _the 
-, 
m-inori ty car~iers. Therefore any transien(t__,, behavior is .. dominat~d by 
. .. . .. - . . . 
~ " . (8) A 
__ .. __ · the mino.ri ty ca~riers and the. changes in these carriers· ..• 
,,,... , -· '. '. .-
. J ~. .. 
' Cc,~sider the dio~e t) be conducting iil the forward direction 
. 
. \ . . . 
until .. , at time -t = 0, the bias voltage is switched fr-0m the forward 
I 
. :. direction to the reverse dir·ection. The transi.ents caused b7 this 
·. -
(9)4 
switching of bias voltage-will be studied in two different cases. 
, ~ . 
In the first-case. itwill·be assumed that there is no resistance, 
R,. i:Q -th~- circuit to limit·. the current; in the second, and more 
\,\. 
practical case, the effects of a current limiting resistance are taken 
into account.·, . \. 
~. . 
,The initial hol·e , distribution at t· = O, due to the f orwa.rd 





. P (x) 
n 
., 
· V/klC / : p + p· (eq - 1) e-x Lp 
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The following circ~it .may be used t,0 illustrate the type of 
switching circuit employed: 
















, : ... 
.• . 
Cl> ,- • 
... '. 
·.,·· 






1 are swept back across the junction· to the P-side,. T.hei:_e are enough 
. \ : . . . . . 
. . 
holes present in the N ..... region so tha_t the inl tial current is only 
. . .. . . •' . . /r . ' ' .. , . . . 
limi ~ad by the ext~,nal resis1'anc.e R. This· :lni tial period is called. , .· . 
. . . . . .Ur • = 
. • • 
. 
.. \<o 
the• ret_:ovez,/phaee~ ·!he equa. tiona f 9r the voltage and. current are: (lo) 
.l 












. I) r 
' • '~ ' i : 
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; ·: .... ,. 
I.-.·· 
·,.,. ' .,_, 
.. 
~ .. 
_., ... i 
.. •, .: . 
.; . 
. 9· - ; .· .... ,_. 
---.: 
I. 
I.· As the holes are bein~ swept· ~~k across_ t_he_ junctio~, during. recover,_~· 6 · 
....~,·- .. ., .. ,.. .. < t:,.,f 
ther~ is a constant current equal ,to -ER/R prOvided -'.\ is much 
larger than·the·positive voltage, v, across the· junctiono.From Eq. 5. 
I " • - •• 
the Junctio~ voltage, v, is seen to remain positive since a finite 
. 
...... ' . . ' . . . . .. . .... . .. . •' . . .. ' ... •, 
. 
, ' 
t_~~~ is_ required to re~o!e s~ficient carriers to reduce p'injected ··to -
i 
... 
. ~ zero. The. ~lot of hole density with ·resistance R in the cirpui t is:• 
·Carrier 
Density 










If, on the o·ther hand, . R = 0 , then it would seem that the injected 
hole density, at the junction, should immediately_drop to zero, leaving 
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no 
/· 
• .t4 and_·133 a.re defined as the time when the- exces"s density reaches-· 
' ~ 
_zero for R 1 ~ and R = O, respective17. _ 
.. ~ i. ' 
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\ 
~-: .. 
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. · However, si~ce the junction exhibits. a d·iffu.s~o~ . ~apaci'tana·e, . the -
\ 
vol·ta:ge_ across the junction, with R = O, does not· i•ediately drop 
to. zero when the bia_s is changedo A f-ini-te t_ime. t:a• is taken by .the 
. . ~- . . . .. . . . 
hole density a:t the j-µnction, to drop to zer.o •. Thus the plot, in Fig. 9· 
- . .. - "" 
. ' 
Bllows the hole densi t7 at . t :::;i t1 not at t = o. · . , 
· :_ When R-/: 9 the·. excess hole density _drops to zero at time 
t_ = tA • At, ~ ~he total hole de~si t;y at t~e j~ction is p .· • A/this · 
A A nor 
. . - . . \ 
point in time the junction voltage al.so drops to zero as seen from 
:.. 
,. . 









Figu.re 10. · 
·, 
' ' . ·Ji__ ;0' 
, Jfi.' ' ,, :,:;;,;i 
After the recovery phase, the vol'Cage ... aC!ross the junction·goes.:I.Viif: 
. ,, 
negative and the reverse phas$ begins.·<The hole a:ensi t7 in both 




R = O;} t>~ 
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rises in ma.gnitud_e. The steady state· condition ;,,,!ta :reached and the 
" electri·c fi~ld produced by the reverse bias acts to remove. mfnorit7 . . ' / 
... carriers from the ·Junction~- Thus, at s_ome large value of t;me, -the •• "'I!.-. 
ho·le density at the junction drops_ to zero. In both ~esiatance casetl--· .~ ,,. 
'··--·; ___ , ,,/:.·.-
. ~
. - . 
'. .......... ,,:, 
j 
: -. ' 
-, 
' . ~-- ' 
·---...-, . .; 
,. : 
"the ,hole densi tr plot is. as in lig. 12, . .I 
Hole 
--,.,D~ns i ty R=O 
t-,-,..cO 
--~ I -
•. J' ,' 




.. (11) _Fj.g. -13 shows the voltage and current transients ass11med by ro··· · . " 
The dotted line is for R = O, and the solid line rep.resents the 
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Consider now the 1ba.1eu1ation of thElse transients. Henderson and ~~ •, . . ' . 
t ; - • • -· . • • ' . :. :'. - • • ~ ... • • • 
T:illman(l2) have' shown ~ha.t::when R = O, the hole densit;r in the_ 
. ...... _ ,, ,. . •"': .. .......... - .. 
e --P erfe - _ x · . 
. ·' ~;: : ·,' 
.. . 
-x/r....... /£t.. . . 
. . ... Fp . 2~ 




.r:"' • .. 






and the reverse current density at the junction. is-.:···· · · --
.. ·· __ ,..........~. 
-J = -ellpPno _ 





~- ~ t/ ?:p --~ 
e rf 









where p is the hole density at the junction. The derivation of t·hese 
0 l . .-., ,. . __.)" .. 
equations, as well as the boundary conditions used, are shown in 
Appendix Io ~tis seen that, as t increases from zero, the current 
' .... ~ 
densitf falls rapidlyfrom_minus infinity. T~e 8.!luat;on rOr the currellt_ 
I ' ., . .. 
in this case, with R = O, ··will be used later as an approximation for 
' j 
. the CUI'rent in,the reverse phaSe in the cirCJlit with R / o. ·of course, 
a _tif!e shift must be applied from t 13 to tA~ 
~. .. . ' 
Consider now the circuit wi,th R =/: o. During the l'ticovery period 
, the current, - lR• is a cons,tant approximately equal to -~/R. The 




the juncti(?n area. The c~rent· can be considered·as .composed of two 
I . . • . ' . • 
·~ -(lJ) 
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other part the transi8nt burrent iii' the ·reve·ree direction, -~I)' + r
1
). 
. ·. ·. . J, . . ' '\ ... . . . :,'.;· ' -. ' 
:By superposition the t-total current is \-hus ''·tF - ·(!;r t I}t ,=\ - IR • . 
' . 
. '?he· injected hole density du.ring the r~coveey period is. given ""' · · 
' . ' •• !. • • 
by Xingston(l4) as: ~ .. 
I' 
(8) 




v. (15l Kings ton's derivation 1·s shown in Append.ix II. a.o bas derived the 








. .__/ 1 • X ( . X ~) -ycx. T) 
- e erfc 2 /¥ + /f. · (10) = ..... 2 
~"- ' $ . 
Appendix III also conta·ins a:proof that Eqs. ·(~and (9)·are_eq\Ul,l•; 
- ~ . . . ' . . 
. . ,, . '• (4) 
Hend3-son and T~llman have adopted.Ktngston's solution for the hole 
density during this period • 
During this .recovery phase the injected hole density.at the 
junction, ·P. is related.to the junction voltage, 
. .·. 0. .. 
manner: 
~ .. 
. .... _. 
. ,' 
L 
. I., . I 
,. 
.,, .. , qv 
~ --- --·-~- _.----m 
-p - = p ( e · · - l) 
o . ___ _ no ---·· _ . 
. ! .. · 
,!}.,-·' 
,- \ •. ' 
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. ..... ----... .,, 
' \ 
. 1· J, ._: ·, f\ ~ .,_ . 
1 
· . Coillbrining Eqa. (11) , and (9) the expression for the instantaneous j'DJJ.Ction . 
... 
. .... .. . ...... .. , ..... ·'- ........... . 
1 is: · 
<1~1" .. · . 
(12) 
. . ' 
where I 1} the reverse satU?'ati~~ current •. (See Appe~dix III). Eq. 12, 
' . s . if . .... • . .~ 
due to Xo~·16)c is in. much 'petter· agreement · w1 th the experimental circuits· 
~ . ' . . . . . 
t.han the expression~ d.erived by Kingston and Hendersc;,n ~nd Tillman ... 
In particular~ ~t t = t4' the voltage calculated from Eq. (,12) drops 
to zero while the voltage expression of the other authors appr~aches. 
minus infinity, primarily due to the:tr''iie_glect of p • Infinite 
. . · · ne 
voltagQ, is a violation of Kirchoff's s1cond law. 
The time TJ,..,(tAftp>. can no>i-be calculated from Eqs. (8) aild 
(9). At T ,.,; -TA. the injected hole density, p(X, T), has drOJ)Ped to.i 
" 
zero, conse(lu&ntly p(O.TJ ,::._..,0 at the j~-ction. Thus from Eq. (8): 
Jr +.JR 
1 - 2J . erfc( - ./'ij) - er:f.'c( FJJ ., (13)- . 
and therefore: ,. 
. ... .. 




This is· an· iBlporta'nt result shbwing the method of calculating ! , t~e · ~ . .. A 




During the· reverse p}?.ase, the exact .solution for the ~urrent, 
. ~, . . (1?) . 
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· ar'ctan functions, is. c~bersome and not simple enough to be ··"of practical 
value·. Thus, approxim~tions must be ~de in order to obtain any useful 
information from th8 derivations. Kingston has assumed that: (lS) 




R ::: 0 
r>, 
- :B ', 
.. 
(15) 
~t i_s, when R 'f o,, the reverse phase ·of the current, after ! ;/ is 
_e,qual to the qurrent in the circui twi th· R = · 0 after time T13 • ~The time. 
lllUst be shifted (TA ~ TB) since T:B < TA. This ·assump.tion of Kingston 
is a useful one because ~ t giv~s an estim_ate of ~current decay duri:n~ 
' 
. 
. ' ' I. the reverse phase. The similarity between the curr-ent transient after 
!13, with R = O, and t_he~ transienLafter TA--. with Rf O, is the ~asis 
·. ··.:.: rorkithis aPProximation. 
~. . . ~ ' 
.· The. equation Kingston(l9) derived· for the hole density transient 
' . . 





p(X; !) -X P0 =Pe - -
0 2 e-Xerfc( 27'1- ('i) ~ e:Xerfe(' 2~+ /i"l -." 
, 
/ 






-11 = I - I 









" ·_, 1- ; ,. 
, .~·i.J \A 
' ,· ·,t: 
' ' ,.- .i 







. .. :-.. 
.(i6) 
I 
' : (17) 




















. .... · .. 
• 
~ 
... tr7• ~ 
.. ,...... ...i--i• Equati_o~ (l.6), _de.rived by Kingston, equals :mq. (6) tr! Henderson and .. 
Tillman at X = o· only. ,since Kingston igno~ed p ·• the thermal 
no 
.. equilibrium density, _in his calculationso However, Kingston's solution 
I 




which is of use in approximating t·he ,current in the reverse phase is 
./ 
that which o<rcurs after t = t:s·. Again the 
. t~me by an amount (tA - tB). 







~S~ill another approach was adopted by Xo. He obtained an integral 
solution and then ma.de an approximat_ion for the integral •. ·!!he fo~l·owing 
ia th~· equation obtained fo'I,° the current in the reverse phas~:. 
-f I 




where· T' = 1 ..;. TA is· us.ed to shift the time re.ferenee to the end of 
the recovery phase. (Eq. (18) is derived in Appendix ,,IV.) From the .ft '. 
' 
. 
definition of _erfc {x = 1 - erf Jx it is, seen _that Eqs. (17). and (18) · 
. .k -,;;f ' :. . ' }. ,. · · are identical except for the arbitrary shifting of 
. . 
the time base·~ The 
.. 
. ' 
approximation seem~ a reas,onable attempt at arriving at a useful . 
...,IJi· I 
equation fo.r the current during the reverse phase. 
i.~ 
. ' 
ts seen from the previous calculations, one of the most influential 
; /" 
\ . 
' parameters affecting the recovery time is the·. lifetime of the· minori t7 . 
carriers, t ·. Consider again Eq._ (14). 
p 
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. '• (20), 
from ~rslaw· and Jaeger:~ ' 
erf fi =' 2 [i" 
. J-~- .. F·. 
• Jor small 7: 
Thus: 
....... _ 
·err tA 2 tA 
- -
'· 2'p fft 
.P 
' .. 
. ' -1'7· .· ( 




• • • 
. . ' 
Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (14) and sq~rili~: 
~ : 1, 4't )~ tA ~ ( p 
IR+ I:, TT 
{ . •: 
2-. 







.• 'Ii:: (22) 
. ·i 
·The duration of the rec·overy phase of the reverse current transient 
·1s directly controlle~ by the lifetime o~_ the holes, and increases '\I. 
l 
• ~ 
- with increasing lifetime. Sin·ce lifetime is tunotionally related to 
· · ·(21) ' temperature by: 
. . .. Etfk.K 




,.., .<.• . . :·~. (2'2) 
-;.. -' 
- where ?;0.( A. Et', and k ~'re constants anct,I is absol~te temperatur~, 
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IV DSTING FOR REVERSE RECOVERY 'rIME 
, ... 
/ 
Figure 7 illustrates the bas.ic typE) of circuit used for the 
. ~-. 
. , .. . ' 
measuremen~ of reverse recovery time. That is, after a period of 
time, t:r >> tRR.' during ,which th~ diode has been conducting in t~,,~.-, 
forward direction. the bias on the diode is switched to the revers~ . . , ~ 
,,.. 
. . . A-. . .... 
·, ' 
. . . . . . 
. " . 
. 
- t . 
-
· direction· so that the diode current is also reversed •. A,".measurement 
must now be ma.de of the length ·of time,· ~RR' ·taken by the ··._curren~- -~~ 
drop to 1/10 its'initial value at the instant the bias was switched • 
!he particular ~ype of diode for which a reverse r~covery test 
set was construct.ad was the West.ern Electric 426 se:ries. The_ test 
I 
-specifications for this diode req~ire that the recovery time be less 
.than 100 nanoseconds when I -R -
' 
- ~ - ~- . ~ ( 
A mechanical switch will not function satisfactorily in a circuit 
.• ' ,, 0 l 
I 
· in which such smalltime measurements are to be made, ~nd therefore, an 
el-e~ronlc switch in the form of a pulse generator mu.st· be used.. · T~e 
\ 
.. 
rise time of the.pulse generator must be.about 1 nanosecond for best 
results. ... 
. . 
-The ci~o~i t of Fig. 14· i·s .. ~n exa.mp~e of one which· could be used 
.#_ ... 
_, 
' l for meas:uring "tim· In this part·icular. circuit the forward bias, is· " 
. . .. 
. . ~ 
' 
~upplied by the battery, E.J.• and the reverse bias by a pulse of. 
. magni_tude 2\ fri:>m the ~ulse generator,· Th't?-~• when a pulse is aj,plied, 
• I ----·""" 
• !.he test eet design was done by the author while employed by the,, 
Western Electric Companyo. . 
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. 
' the voltage between p01n ts A and: ! iS. of ma~i tud~ EJ' 8.nd of re'fel'~i9 .. ~ " ..•. 
~"' '. 
polari'ty. The current transient can 1le ... observed ;by plaolng a fast rise 
~· 
-oseillos_cope across the output. 
A 
.J 









I , .... , ------- B 
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There are three objections ··to this circuit~ The- first is tb·e fact 
" 
that the actual measurement of ~ is done by a .human being, ob:serving 
,.,.---=---~ 
' -· I 







!\phase of the current t~sient decays in such a ma~er -~~ to make the. 
,IT 
- . I /""" " de:termina tion of 1/10 IR ·d!_fficul to Second,. the voltage c·omparison 
~ 
-
' ' r:: 
. must be made on ali oscilloscope since the pulse .amplitude. cannot be 
\ 
measured readily on a voltmetero Finally, the forward impedance, as 
.. 
. ~ . 
' 
seen by the l>'attery E,, is. 50 ohms greater than the initial reverse 
impedance see:ti.1' l?Y the ·pulse generatoro T.he .50 ohm load on the pulse , , 
generator does not,enter into the measurement of the pulse generator 
output, but does_ affect the forward bias current. Thus the current-
p,. 
immediately afte,r· switching is slightly greater than the current through 
" ' . the diode in the forward direction. ,Alt·hough the 1 I1_ = IR condition 
' ~ 
could be obtai~ed by lowering the puls.e output slightly, an alternate · 
;.1 
l 
method was 'sought which woulp. permit th,e battery to be used to standardize 
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Ignoring for the moment the standardization problem, the circuit; 
\ of .. Figo 15 provides a method .for r.educing the _possibil-ity of error 
pP • .. I 
.. ' 
-, 
by eliminating th~~ oscillo.scope. * The essential feature-· of this circuit 
... .. r ,., 
is the use of the sample-and-hold circuit comprised of the diode D~ · 

























. ' ~ 
In this circuit the reverse rec_overy time, 1;m• is obtainer by · 
measuring the· ~o.ltage transient, v1 in !ig. 15, -~her than the current 
I. 
•I. 
· transient. The same time, tBR, is required bo.th for the current to deea7 ,. 
• 
* This circuit is the author~s improvement ·upon one suggested -by 
I 
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1/1ol:. zi:R~==t==:::::::::::::::::::::::::~;::=F~==-~~ ... 
IR 
., 
t = 0 
Voltage, v1 
O V1 Final ( • 9 Vi final-· .-1---------.-,I.-.......:-_.;.--~..-:~--
• 
'.rime 
... ·····--·~-.. --... -----ia----------+---------i~---~~ 
This voltage., V 1 , minus a small drop, V 2,.· across d:tode D, will be \ 
impr-essed upon C. Thus, C will charge. to a value (V1 - v2) volts •. 
. 
. 





. tiJl . 
' 
. and the input impedan~e to the vacuum-tube is extremely high, capacitor · 
, 
~ . C wi-11 store this voltage during the ·off period of the pulse genera tor. · 
As explained below, the stored voltage can be uged _as a measure ~ft.,theri . 
reverse recovery time of the diode. The vacuum-tube serves as a read-out 
\ 
device for the stored charge. 
The voltage. V , is used in ·the following manner ·as a means of 1 
~-·' 
, .. 
measuring the reverse recovery time of the ~iode. A very long pulse, 
much :: longer than tRB., is appli.ed to the circuit. The voltage is as .. 


















,.· .... ,. ..... ., ........ · .. 
. . - -- . 
.I . 
-
~22-. . .. )._ 
. ' 
. f-..... follower of value ~V Then the pulse is shortened to a value . final· · \ . . 
• 
. ~ 
of 100 nanosec~nds, the maximum allowable value of tBR •. Since_~he pul~e 
~ .. 
. is shortened the voltage v1 may-not reach its fi~al value as .shown 'in 
l'ig. 1?. ~. < 
Voltage 













If the new change in t~e 013:tput is o. 9~-.T:rinal• or great~~' . the reverse 
. ·-
recovery. time of the diode is _equal to, or shorter than, 100 nanoseconds 
and the diode is acceptable. Between pulses the output of the cathode 
, , followe:r. .... is a constant_ since the voltage on .capacitor ·C decays slowly. 
·An accurate method is needed to determine if the output voitage 
'· •tr 
rises to Oo9Llvfi 1• with the req~ired pulse widtlt. One method of . i . na . . ~ 
0 
measuring this· change in ou~put voltage 1.s by use of a trigger circuit. 
l A Schmidt trigger circuit was tested and found to be ,1nacceptab1e due 
to the low input imp~danc~ and the wide dead band. bot~ characteristic 
of tbe Schmidt circuit, However, · the required systeDI can be obtained 




of. which is fed into a D. c. amplifier. ·The· d~ad band of t~e D. c. .. . ~-
I 
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. . ~ '. 
.:;·~:._ . . 
!he eompiete circuit for mea.suring the voltage, ·v·1 • is shown in 
Fig. 18. This voltage is a meas~~e of the· re~erse recovery time, tBR.. 
. . 
·s 100 N§• . Pulse Length .. 
/.,,..____ Selector' 
«. _ Long J?I 




I ir... S ourc·e -ob 
I Light 
Red(:Bad) 






Chopper Stabilize . Readout 





In the, 1calibrate1 position the pulse is- set to be much longer than 
'tim· The output _of the first ~thode follower is 0.9(=9R/9R + R) of · 





automatically biases· the second eath~de follower at o.9b.._vfinal. 'rhe 
output potentio~eter--on the second cathode follower can be adjusted to 
just activate the read-out circuit and the mercury relay. This will 
change the light switch from the 1bad1 to the •good• light. The i~put 
to the second ca~hode follower is then r.eposi.tioned to 1testt ,- the~total 
' 
' ( output resistance of the first ~thod~f~llower now being. used as _a bias 
for the grid of the seco:Qd cathode follower. In the •test• position, .. . • 
•L~~~1 
the puls·e length. is decreased to lQO nanoseconds. A test- may n.o~ be 
. 
-
°' made and if the voltage c3:~ross the diode ~ises to o.9vfinal the readout- . 
,; 
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the •eood1 (green) p9ai tion •. 
A. circuit w1a also devised ~o·.compare forward. and_ reverse _voltage • ,. .. 
. 
' 
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. bi&I ouppliea 1a the same. The pule® generator, an s. Io Le_ -model 
S03, producea a pulse out~ut, wh1c~ must be adjusted to a magnitude 
/ 
~t 2E,, '"Al10 av~ilable to the r.ear of the pulse genera to~ is a D. c. 




' hence 1hould b·e 4J,· !h·e ~.c. 'voltage_ fr()m the pulse gener~t~r produc.es 
""\ 
\_. 
_ & current thro'\ilh -ih@ :resistor 1t10, which b ~meaeU:rad. by the meter in 
the csompazaator @1~@u1t, Thia current is compared with that produced in 
.r•1i1tor,_ 1\J bJ ~h<J forward bias, 1)• Thus,,,._ the pul~e voltage· can _be 
<i, t..-.:::i._ - . ·-'" 
· · -&4Ju1t14 to a mapitud·e 21,, . 
,0 • 
. !. \ 
1. 
·i 
r"' ' ' 
t' . 
··-;" .... 
·,: .. _ 
., 
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••. ~ i" 
.......... 
.... ~2s- · 
- I~ the test ·_ci~cui t 1 tself care was taken,, to avoid stray 
~apaci tance by short lead: lengths and "b7 shielding critical wires. ( . ,I .... , 
. The two potentiometers, Ry• a.re mount ... ed on t~e same nylon shaft an~. 
I . 
• ' 
t.rack each other within 1/2'/, •. Both. R 9 -resistor~ are precision, an4 are 
.• ·,·. 
., .to prevent oyerloading the diode if RT is. set to zero. The resistor, r; 
i .. 
·-..Pt 
i.s kept in the circuit t_o ·permit a check of ·conditions with an oscilloscope. 
', p 
Th~ capacitor blocks the.diode foMrd current from the pulse generator ~ 1 • 
0 . '. ll~de C?f the cir~it and the millia_mmeter mea~~fes 11 • • 
·• 
' !he author's contributions were: (1) the use of the fast rise 
pulse generator with·a circuit to calibrate forward and reverse voltages, 
.. . 
· (2) the high input impedance circuit to measure the m~gnitude of the 
\ 
' , charge on capacitor C,- (3) the _)lse of a D. c. amplifier t_o aliow a fine 
adjustment of the trip point of the read-out circuit, and (4) the over-
• a·ll circuit concept which minimizes error in the measurement of the_ ~- -- .,,, fT• 
.. 
reverse recovery time. 
.. 
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~he accurate measurement"1 of the reverse recovery time of 'diodes 
•f 1- , 
~· 
' . is a problem which has not been thoroughly solved. However, the problem 
,...,,,,_,. 
'· is not without solution, and when an accurate and standard circuit 
• 
1 
" is devised and adopted for this pu:11)·ose ·much useful · information will 
be .available to the 4esigner of fast switching cir~uits. 
,: 
. '• 
I·t is clear that the circuit used for measuring the t time must 
BR 
"' be included "in any specifiaation-·sheet. The r-esistance external to the 
di,ode,. voltages and currents used, and circuit used to obtain the results -
must be known for the-results to be of any· value. Thus a standar!i 
circuit should be adopted foi the m~asurements concerned. The author 
C ~ 
'co~slders the cj,.rcui t shown in Figs. 17 and 18 acceptable as a -standard 
.. 
when the reverse recovery time··1s near ~00 nanoseconds. The circuit is 
easily built and no visual measurements are required. Also all components 
•. ./ 
.ar.e readily available and extreme caution ,against stray capacitance is 
not necessary. . . 
.. 
(22) The.following methods are available to reduce t : 
,'/) . RR 
(1) DecreaSe 'l;p• the lifetime· of the holes.· 
. ... \ 
1 (2) Decrease the widths of the P aI1,d N- regions.· 
. 
(3) Decrease the forward current used. (This eliminates using 
.(4) Increase the r.everse· current 1it· 
' 
'The method s·hown for the measurement of t uses relatively 
. ·, RR 
' .. 
g 
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tllis· 'basic de~sign will be useful for diodes wi·th reTerse recovery times 
much !.less than 100 nanoseconds. 
) The reverse recovery phenomena ban. in s-ome instances, be put to 
<,' ..• 
use and there have been devised a number Of application/23) of the 
· .phenomenon. One such use ... is in the determination of the lifetime of· 
~ minority carriers. Using.Eq. {14) and an oscilloscope to measure tA, 
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>TI APPENDIX I -. ' 
. -
1' !he. following is a complete so~ution ·of . the equations· for hole 
density, p(x.t). in the N-region and ih~ current density, -JR, at 




. ·:,·· .:~· .. 
. i 
there is no resistance in the reverse bias circuit and ,the voltage at -
. 
_the junct1on is suddenly reversed • 




p(x,O) = (p. '."" p · ) e -x/Lp + p 
o no . · no 
p(.O,O) = 0 . . x=O at 







= Pnoe is the hole density ii't·the junction, x = o. 
pno = thermal equilibrium value .0£ hole densitf· 
. " ' · · The hole density distributions corre~pond~ng to the above 3 
boundar7 conditions are shown in Fig. 20. 
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, I ,, 
.. 2,-. 
. I 
!he continuit7 .. equat.ion tor the ho.lee ia:. 
'\,:, 
where: 
') ;e + P ~. Pno 






' . t ' 
.I...· 
: '•. ,-~· . '• . 
p = hole. density _at any ·tim~ · aJld point in th~ 11-:~egion. 
-t = time • 
.. 
, .Now substitute . y(:x:,t) = (p.(x~t) - Pno): 
Rearranging the constants: 
• 
The boundary conditio~s on y(x,t) are: 
\ 
' 
.. ~· ..:z./L- -x/r..._ 
y ~ {p !)- p ) e. -P = y e --P-. 
of no . o 
I 
·y = -4 p 
""" no 
-x/~ 






low transform the contin~i ty equation by Wl•ce transforms·: 
. ' 
' ~ "" \' 
:-, 

























v ........ . 
" ,· 
: 'J ' 
- ,-







!he continuity equation is: 
J,. 
yt I y 
- = 
' ' 7.,2 
l -x/L. 
-----( aY - 7~ e -· ~) D, - o· 
-y. y 1 1 _ Y( 1 • + s } )= o 
. Lp~· .Dp Dp 
-x/Lp 
9· 
-·- --••IPF • •u •• ·· 
Let: k2 = ( l. + s ) 
:&p2 DP 
· Then: ·' 
!he general ·solution of this,equation is: 
,, 








. Y -x/"Lp P , -lee -Y:-2e -...!e 
s s 
Y (t>, s) == - Pno 
·s 
J'rom Carsl~w and Jaeg8~(24) the -1nverse transfO~s a?'e: 
.. 
" 
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. . -" -=-==!=:"..,...,,_-:::: .. ___ -:=. .:.'!J_ _ _, r - -===------- __ l __ 
. . . 
«·_ ... · .. ~ ~ . . . 
. · --31-
·. ,.._. . 
• I 
: ! . ...1 . y O · -x/L · · ·. -x/L · 
... L ( -S e , P) = ~ oe ' . p 
f ..,, 
and 
. ;· .. · . ·--~--
-
x/~ ,";..x/Lp . . X . .. 1 -lee 1 Dl!t) e ) L ( = - e ,, . ·~rte( X + + e erf c{ .{n;t -a 2. 2 /i>;t ' J.2 . 2 Dpt. · 
' 
. p 
Also from Cars law and Jaeger the f.ollowing definitions are obtained: 
X 
- e:2 2 
erf x = . e · dcE 
- {ff The error function •. 
,.-.,,,. . 
. ' . . 
._ ' ·..:. .. :.;, . 





erf c x = 1 - dE. Complimentary error function. · 
erf(-x) = - erf(x) 
y· 
' 
For small x: 
• 
n 2n .+ 1 
2 ~ (-1) X 
erf, X = . 1.1 L,., ) 1 R n=O ~n + 1 n. ,. . ' ,<; 
.. .. . 
.. :· t . 
Fo.~ large x: :.~. 
~- . )_ 
.. .. -x2 
erfc x ~ e · ( l - 1 + ..l_ -
ff' X 2:z:J ·4:x5· ... ) 
.. 
The ref ore from the inverse -trans! orms: · 
" 
y(x~ t) 
. ---x/L , p 
p 0 
=::ye --o ,2 ........ 
x/L · 
.. p. . JC 
e . i!rfc( 2 .(ff;t +,, ... 
,I_ ,.: .. 
-x/L . . , 
+ e P erfc( 
.. 
.. 
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.... ' " 
. ·;· . ,, '-:l_.·2 
' -.,J -
... 
. ~ ... -,, 
:.,.- .r_J.nd since: :11 '·. . 'i'-.....-'-a-: . .,_,";'";·;'""• .. 
\I . 
. ----... ..:,,. _______ ,,_.,,.,. __ _..,-..... _:.: . .- . 
-~ 
p(x, t) = 7(x, ·t) + p . · 




p(x, t) = p (1 
- ·np. 
-x/L -x/L · . . 
- e P) + p e . P_ ~ 
.o z. 
. . ... 
.-x/L 






f' 'i f, 









e ·· P.ezfc( x + ~) ~ 




I -;·, •·• 
.~. 
·~ 
.· p . -x/~. .· 
t ) = ·--2. e erf c( /I. - x ) · ~ 2 . J't;p_ 2/Dpt 
., 




- e P) .+· -2 
2 
.____ 
x/· . . 
- e \ erf c { t + x · ) 
tp 2/Dpt 
The current density at the junction ~s: 
~p(x, t) . 
. )x 
... ) 
-· Pno + ~ 
- L 2· 
X = 0~ p 
.. 
1 ,.;. : . 
.~,,., ..... ' , .... ,. 
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J'or the circuit·with limiting resistance,. B.·, O, Kingston 
neglected the p term in the continuity equation by assuming ~hat no . 
. · 
p>> p · .• He ·used the following equation .to. solv.e for the hole. denai t7 ,. .. -.. no 
during the recoverz phase. 
p = p(x, t) 
. •· 
... It is noteworthy that the same results can be obtained b7 a 
substitution of variables, y = p - p , as in Appendi2! I. 
no 
., 





The initial hole distribution:at·t = 0 has a·~steady state solution 
producing a -eurrent density, +JJ'. After the bias ha~~ been switched, the 
.total solution can be considered as: 
' . 
-. 
p =p '+p_ ' 
.. total steady state -· transient ... 
,. 
t 
lf ·the current due to tlhe. transient solution is, -(J;.-.+· JR.), then ., ~ 
the,con~ition is satiE1fied that Jtotal = -Jll since: 
. 






At t = O, the hole density, ignoring the·p - term. is p = p e 








. t- ' ... 








'· f . 
; !-: I 
' 
,· ./: 
i1 ,; ·,.. 
J.· :. ' 
f-1 -;\ \/, [ I i ( • 




. \ . 
' J_·,. . 
,·.• . 
·;,,···•·-:,•-·-·-.·· 




. -..J,;. . 
-&J11Yhere in the. ll-region~ 
! . 
\ . . 
'mn.ng LaPlace transf•,rms, the continui t;r equation be.~oBle~: 




., ---- ------------------~------- --.---------- ---- - ..... .;x .. ~------- ----- _--------~ 
- (1 + s)lt(I, s) = - ·p e 
0 
Solving again for P(X, s): 
' 
-k:X Po -~-
-P == Ae +- e ' ' ·~:-, :; • r ·I 
B '-' 
. 
2 k . = (1 + a) 
_ ... 
with:' 
·!he definition of the diffusion hole current density is: 
qD s 
~p J(s) = ... p 
.... Ia ~x p 
~' 
.. 
!he transi~nt current den.si ty- is (J + J ), and-- the transient pa~t 
.-.. . 'J' R .. 
of P(X,s) is Ae~kX. so thai: 
and: 
~ . 
··~ _;x (JR+ Jr)~ -X/s + 1 
P= 8 e +( ,.)e . 





Using the sa.-e type of inverse LaPlace transformations as in 
. i: . .. . . . . . . . (2.5) 
·Appendix I, and a+s·:Q using.,.the following integral: . 
'if· ; ')' 
. _. r. 
Z Jl V::it; 
-~, ~:~'.~ ;:. ; ~; 
' 2. ' 
-AJ_ 2 4)+ ·,.:·. .· r:;··., 
e e dµ .?:= T 
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: i,</:" .:·-.-_ .. ·::' 
·····",,/ .·· 
', ·. 
• , • ,. 1 




·,. ,... __:,, 
. ' 
... 
... 36- /_, . , ' .. 
· !h,e• solution for ,P(X, !) is obtain~ as: 
. . . . . . . . 
J . 
J ' 
vi th: J"l~qDPp /Lp. Note that the· above .equation appli'es to the circuit 
' 
with limiting;resistance, R # O.~ • I 
-
lor the reverse phase Kingston used a solution similar ~o the 
. • ·, I . . - . :?. 
. 
_- Henderson and !illman solut·ion for the current d-ensi ty in the case of __ 
. / ... 
· R = o. 
....... _ 
Kingston assumed Px::o= O for all t>O., 
!bus.:. 
0 = p . - p' 




Using the same continuity equation. a solution for the hole densit7 is.:· 
. -X'{s+l p0 ' -.I P= Ae +- e -
·s 
·~ • I J 
. where.f~om the transient cond,i tion that p. ·· = - p -: ,. 
1 




--· !herefore-: " 
p(~,T) = p0 e-'!- - ~ e-.I erfc( 2 (¥-· ff> + exerfc( i{f +ifi> 
~.....,, 
' '...., 
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.qD / \·p . 
. . ·.(J· +· . T ) = . Pc d t.ransient, 
- . -p "R ~ " d a X - ., 
-~ . 
,. .. 
!~ .; X=O .. . 
And since: • 
1 . 
~ erf eY. !!'. 2 --1- l! ' . ,:. .. : )x - - I" e ~x 
!hen: 
. . 
' .(J-,_ + JR)= ~ Jy. 
The total current den~ity is: 
. -~ 
_, 
erf .fi + e _· 
-~-




llul.t.iply by the junction area to give the reverse current: 
erf fi" + 
., 
!' I 
This is the current, during the reverse phase, in the· ci.rcui t with a 
., 
~imiting r~sistance.· However, it is_an approxima.tio~ de•ived f:rom --
'' 
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. Ko, like Kingston, chose to consider the reverse current. -~R' 
. . . 'r· -
as a sum of two currents ~· and -(I1 + I~.· with I 1 starting at 
-tf' ~nd .. time set equal ~-~ zero at the i_nstant of switching. Th~s 
, . 
. the forward current, 11 , starts d~ring negative time. ; 
·/ 
- . To obtain the· initial e'ondi tion at time t ::;:: O, the continuity j 
equation must first be solve9- for the forward bias conditions.(The 
/ 




,, The continuity equation, used for the injected holes only, is: . 
' . - ... 
... 
. 
With: X. = x/~ , <-.' T == t/tp • 
When the forward bias is turned on, t = 0, and the boundary conditions 
'\ 
on the injected holes arei 
. ... -
p(X,O) = 0 
p(oo, T) = 0 qv 
•:. -
< ,, k:K . 
p(O,T) = p (e - 1) 
no . 
... ,. 
The steady state condition is:, 
' ' . .. . ·JI. 
p(O,o0). =,· .F p 
.·- qDp 
C.Th;e t · = 0 point Will later · be sh!f ted. ) - · 
,.·.• 
., 






















. ' -,• 
;, . . . 
\ j'· 
\ . " 
. .. ;' 
., 
.. '·, 
~ .. .. 
. . .. . ' ·, . ' 
: P(o,o0) 
· p(X,T) =. · 
2 
-X . X r,;-
e erf c( 
2 
fi - ,lf ) - 9X er?c( . j¥+ Im. T ) 
. · 2 T ,,~ · 
Define: 
. < > 1 -x C X· · rm >. x ( x ·JT > · S X,T = ... e. erfc .. J¥"~.- .,, .. e erfc_ fi+ T 2 2 T~ , 2 T 
~ 
, ... ~ . 
C 
During the recovery- phase the same continuity equation is used. 
' !he time is now set tQ ·zero at .the··1.nstant of switching of the "bias· 
·trom the forward to the reversed irection. The -switching f'ollowe the· 
. 
application of the forward bias·· by a length of time equal t-6· TF. 
Therefore the initial condition is: 
p(I, 0) _7 p(O,~) S(X. T,) • 
!he boundary conditions are: 







- The seQ9nd boundary condition sta·tes · that at the end of the recovery-
phase~ the injected hole· density at X = :·o is reduced to z·ero. ~he hole 










Also, due to tbe initial co~di ti~n,, and ·-the fact t~t -Ill= 11 .;.(I:,+IR) !-
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J~ J. .. 
p (X,lr) = -. D p (1 + -I> S(X,!) ll . . : ,qp 1 
-
.. 
•.j. - •• 
.,c. 
/ 
!he total holeuensity during the recovery p~riod is: 
' 
p{X,T) = p(O~oo) I + I , 
- "J' R S{X, !) 
- I1 
,, 
!his is Eq~ (9) ~n the analysis. When !1 -+-OtO, as in Kingston's 
/ I . 
work, and.in the practical case:. I' 
J +·J .. ·. J R S(X,o0) - ( J-, ?- S(X,!) 
And: I 
I 
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' . (.~f ~ .~ -·-· ··-'•·'·-·- -, 
!o·solve for the current function in the reverse phase X~ set a ~ ' . J. 
new time coordinate T 1 = )!r - '.1~ Thus f 1 == O at, TA. the start of the 
reverse phase. 
. 'I,. The initial condition is now: 
The boundary condition is: · 
gV(T 1} 
'k:K 
-p(O~T') = p~0 (e - 1) 
:. •. : . .:. .'.~ .- ..::.:. 
... 
. . 
, Since p(O,T 1) is always less·than p , and decreases·
1 
with time, the no 
following approximation is ma.de: 
p(O,T 1) ~O. 
p(tJO,T') = () • 
. -i(!r I) = qDp ( ~p(X. TI)) 
:r,.p . ~ X 




shown in LaJC and Neus tad ter ( 26) or in Carsl~w and . Jaeger. <2?) The variables 
C • 
are first chan:·ged to: 
• ! I .. 
z = e p(X,T') 
~ . .) 
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.!he initial conditions of z are: 
I . 
z(x.o•) = p(x.0 1)-
z(O,T') A,., = 0 ' 
Z ( Q:7, !I.' I) := 0 . 
Thus: 
= __ 1 __ _ 










F P S(p.:TA+f .... \ qD. r p 
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!7 differentiating p(I,!') with respect to X and setting X-~ 0, 
0 
., ' 
the f,Plowing is obtained: 









' i!'ail· . 
i . 
This is an integral whose exact S·olution is ·not very practical. !hus an 
aPProxi~tion must be made. f_or the S functions. 
... , ................. .. 
.t ... _ ... l 
.... 
..... '• 
:.· ... · ... 
:\ 
·, . 
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.··-· ·;,,.,,i· ,. : 
,_--,---, 
":".·. 
. ' . 
-Since: 
: f. -\ 
S(X,00) = -x e 
"An appro~imation would be: 
'· 
-· · _··.;.43_· 
( 
. i, . 
Of course other approximat~ons can be made.-
•i l 
.. , 
. ,._ . _·_ -~ .... ~--....... : / _.· . 
•. 
k. . ' 






Sirice, at T = TA , T1 = o. the new zero of time is TA' and since, 
j. . 
S(JJ..0) =. 0 : 
erf ,fi; 
--~ , ..... ~:. ',•·. 
0 
!- \ 
' . .. .. ..... :_, . ., 





-( T I + --» 2 + J1 ) 
' 4!' .. I .:,_ 




-(TI + ~4)1 
. T' 
I ' 
-.(T '+R2+2R '['ii) 
e ; 2RdR = 
0 06 
-(Rr ./T') 2 
"-' . 
0 
e 2(R+ /Tl') 
:· . 
·} . 




-TI~ / r.::, 











00 ..... \ 
-(R+ /T?)2. 
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